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Cognitive Fit Between Conceptual Schemas
and Internal Problem Representations:
The Case of Geospatio–Temporal Conceptual
Schema Comprehension
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Abstract—Geospatio–temporal conceptual models provide a mechanism to explicitly represent geospatial
and temporal aspects of applications. Such models, which focus on both “what” and “when/where,” need
to be more expressive than conventional conceptual models (e.g., the ER model), which primarily focus on
“what” is important for a given application. In this study, we view conceptual schema comprehension of
geospatio–temporal data semantics in terms of matching the external problem representation (that is, the
conceptual schema) to the problem-solving task (that is, syntactic and semantic comprehension tasks), an
argument based on the theory of cognitive fit. Our theory suggests that an external problem representation
that matches the problem solver’s internal task representation will enhance performance, for example, in
comprehending such schemas. To assess performance on geospatio–temporal schema comprehension tasks,
we conducted a laboratory experiment using two semantically identical conceptual schemas, one of which
mapped closely to the internal task representation while the other did not. As expected, we found that the
geospatio–temporal conceptual schema that corresponded to the internal representation of the task enhanced
the accuracy of schema comprehension; comprehension time was equivalent for both. Cognitive fit between
the internal representation of the task and conceptual schemas with geospatio–temporal annotations was,
therefore, manifested in accuracy of schema comprehension and not in time for problem solution. Our findings
suggest that the annotated schemas facilitate understanding of data semantics represented on the schema.
Index Terms—Conceptual modeling, geospatial database, geospatio–temporal conceptual models, human
associative memory (HAM), syntactic and semantic comprehension tasks, temporal database, theory of
cognitive fit.
Most applications require some aspect of time in
organizing their information, for example, healthcare
(patient histories), insurance (claims and accident
histories), reservation systems, and scientific
applications. Many applications also require some
aspect of space; according to Albaredes, 80% of all
human decisions contain a spatial component [1]. In
research on perception, space is differentiated into
LARGE-SCALE and SMALL-SCALE space [2]. The former,
which is also referred to as geographic/geospatial
space, is defined as one that cannot be viewed from
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a single vantage point, while the latter is visible from
a single vantage point. In this research, we focus on
the former.
Mennecke and Crossland describe how geospatial
information can be applied to business applications
such as facility management, market analysis,
transportation, logistics, strategic planning, and
decision-making [3]. Retailers such as Ace Hardware
Corporation have used geographic information to
identify underserved customers and make decisions
related to store relocation based on the location of
their customers [4]. Underlying the applications
described above are temporal and geospatial data,
collectively referred to as GEOSPATIO–TEMPORAL data.
In developing geospatio–temporal applications, there
is a need to elicit the data semantics not only related
to what is important for the application but also
related to when and where. One of the problems
with designing such applications is that there is “a
gulf between the richness of knowledge structures
in application domains and the relative simplicity
of the data model in which the structures can be
expressed” [5]. Conventional conceptual models
0361-1434/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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(see, for example, [6]–[8]) that provide a formalism to
represent what is pertinent for an application are,
at best, only partially useful for geospatio–temporal
applications (see, for example, [9]). To help represent
the geospatio–temporal data requirements, a number
of modeling formalisms have been proposed. For
examples of formalisms that support explicit
representation of temporal data semantics, see [10],
and for geospatial data semantics, see [11] and [12].
Shoval and Frumermann assert that a conceptual
model should have “semantic expressiveness,”
where expressiveness refers to the availability of a
large variety of concepts for a more comprehensive
representation of the real world [13]. Since conceptual
schemas drive discovery, they should also be
clear and comprehensible. The primary challenge
in representing when/where along with what is
balancing simplicity and understandability with
expressiveness [14]. Hence, it is important to
understand the tradeoff between expressiveness and
understandability in geospatio–temporal conceptual
schema comprehension.
In this study, we address the research question:
How should geospatio–temporal data semantics
be represented to effectively support data analysts
in schema comprehension? Two major theoretical
perspectives dominate the literature on human
factors: that addressing the cognitive characteristics
of displays is exemplified by the proximity
compatibility principle [15]; that addressing the
cognitive characteristics of both displays and the
task to which they are being applied is exemplified
by the theory of cognitive fit. Because the theory of
cognitive fit is more specific to the task at hand, it
represents a stronger theoretical approach than does
the proximity compatibility principle. (See Vessey
and Glass [16] and Newell [17] for the fundamental
concepts relating to weak and strong approaches to
problem solving.) Prior research (see, for example,
[18]) suggests that conceptual models for geographic
data representation do not explicitly incorporate
how humans cognitively store and use geographic
data. Hence, our objective in this study is to develop
a theoretical explanation for the effectiveness of
representations in facilitating understanding of
geospatio–temporal data semantics—that is, a specific
task context—that is based on research in cognition.
To do so, we elaborate on a further aspect of the
theory of cognitive fit. We address the applicability of
the proximity compatibility principle to the study we
conducted in the discussion section of the pape
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we examine background research
related to geospatio–temporal conceptual modeling.
In the following section, we present the theory that
forms the foundation for our investigation. We then
present the methodology used to test the propositions,
followed by the data analysis. The paper concludes
with implications for research and practice.
PRIOR RESEARCH
In this section, we briefly describe the characteristics
of the geospatio–temporal data semantics that are
pertinent for the representation of requirements
for geospatial and temporal applications. We then
describe various formalisms that can be used to
represent these requirements. Finally, we review prior
research on conceptual schema understanding tasks.
Characterizing Geospatio–Temporal Data
Semantics Wand, Monarchi, Parsons, and Woo
suggest that an ontology be employed to define
concepts in a modeling language [19]. The basis of
a geospatio–temporal conceptual model is a time
and space ontology that defines concepts like event
and state [20], valid time and transaction time
[21], lifespan (or existence time) [22], temporal and
geospatial granularities along with indeterminacy
[23], and geometry and position [24]. We provide brief
definitions of these terms below; for more details on
geospatio–temporal ontology, the reader is referred
to [14] and [23].
An EVENT occurs at a point in time, that is, it has
no duration (for example, lightning hit the road at
2:03 P.M.), while a STATE has duration (for example,
a storm occurred from 5:07 P.M. to 5:46 P.M.). While
VALID TIME denotes when the fact is true in the real
world and implies the storage of histories related to
facts, TRANSACTION TIME links an object to the time it
is current in the database and implies the storage
of versions of a database object. The data semantics
of valid time associated with a fact imply that the
fact can exist at certain points in time (events) or in
certain time periods (states) in the past, the present,
or the future. On the other hand, the data semantics
of transaction time associated with an object require
that the object can exist in certain time periods in
the past until now (state). EXISTENCE TIME, which
applies to an object, is the valid time when the object
exists. POSITION in space is based on coordinates in a
mathematically defined reference system, for example,
latitude and longitude. The shape of the object is
represented by GEOMETRY, for example, point, line,
and region. GRANULARITIES are intrinsic to geospatial
and temporal data, and provide a mechanism to hide
details that are not known or not pertinent for an
application. For example, in a cadastral application
[25], mortgages can be associated with a temporal
granularity of day and the representation of long-term
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land-use changes may require a temporal granularity
of year. Day and year, or more accurately Gregorian
day and Gregorian year, are examples of temporal
granularities, which belong to the Gregorian calendar.
Representing Geospatio–Temporal Data
Semantics The first generation of geospatio–temporal
conceptual models (see, for example, [26] and [27]) was
map- or GIS-oriented. Certain of the next-generation
geospatio–temporal conceptual models represented
the additional aspects of the application by changing
the semantics of conventional conceptual models
without adding any new constructs (see, for example,
[28] and [29]), while others added new constructs
(see, for example, [30]). For example, the Temporal
EER (TEER) Model assumes that all entities have
a lifespan and that all attributes are temporal [28],
[29]; the syntax in a conventional conceptual model,
for example, a rectangle used to represent an entity
type, was therefore ascribed a new meaning. As a
further example, the Relationship, Attributes, Keys,
and Entities (RAKE) Model includes new constructs
for temporal aspects like true events, or “durationless
states” [30, p. 285].
On the other hand, certain authors (see, for example,
[14] and [31]) argue that, in order to simplify the
complex task of representing geospatio–temporal data
semantics, geospatio–temporal aspects should be the
last consideration in conceptual design (see, Fig. 1).
As shown in Fig. 1, there are two levels of abstraction,
one for what and the other for when/where; an
abstraction provides a mechanism for focusing
on selected details while deliberately deferring
others. While conventional conceptual models
can be employed to represent what, when/where
can be represented using the supplementary level
of abstraction, which is typically provided via
geospatio–temporal annotations (see, for example,
[12], [14], [22], and [32]). Snodgrass suggests two
ways of implementing annotations: (1) presenting
the (additional when/where) data semantics on the
schema; and (2) listing them separately in text form in
the geospatio–temporal data dictionary [31]. While the
Fig. 1. Representing geospatio–temporal data
semantics.
latter technique is usually employed in practice, many
recent research approaches advocate the former.
A schema with geospatio–temporal annotations is
referred to as a 2-LA (levels of abstraction) schema
because it includes two levels of abstraction, one
that represents what and the second that represents
when/where on the schema (see, for example, [12],
[14], [22], and [32]). On the other hand, a 1-LA
schema, which represents the geospatio–temporal
data semantics in the data dictionary includes one
level of abstraction on the schema, that related to
what (see, for example, [31]). Snodgrass [31], for
example, represents the temporal aspects in a table
outside the schema. For a valid time relationship,
for example, a when/where table includes the name
of the relationship, valid-time granularity, and
comments. Note that Snodgrass proposes temporal
annotations only and that we extended Snodgrass’
approach for representing temporal data semantics to
also represent geospatial data semantics.
Formalisms that employ 2-LA represent current
thinking in this area. To illustrate an annotation-based
conceptual model that represents geospatio–temporal
data semantics on the schema, we present examples
using three different formalisms: STER [12]; MADS
[32]; and ST USM [14] (see Fig. 2). In a conventional
conceptual model, a rectangle is used to represent
entity types [7]. Fig. 2, for example, denotes that
LAND PARCEL is an entity type that is pertinent
to a database application. In this example, LAND
PARCEL is represented as a region and has an
associated lifespan (or existence time). Each of
the three formalisms in Fig. 2 employs different
annotation syntax to capture the geospatio–temporal
data semantics. STER uses R (region) and et
(existence time). MADS uses graphical symbols to
denote region (region pictogram) and existence time
(clock pictogram). ST USM employs a textual string
to denote existence time, which is represented as
state (S); in Fig. 2, the time periods have a temporal
granularity of day. Additionally, LAND PARCEL is
represented as a region (R) in the horizontal plane
with a geospatial granularity of deg (i.e., degree).
Note that the ST USM formalism, which uses a
textual string, is more ontologically expressive than
the alternative formalisms employing annotations
because it includes specification of both temporal
Fig. 2. Capturing the geospatio–temporal semantics
using annotations.
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and geospatial granularities, while the other two
formalisms do not [33].
In summary, annotations provide a succinct way of
representing the geospatio–temporal aspects that are
important for temporal and geospatial applications.
Note that STER, MADS, and ST USM are all based on
the ER Model or an extension of the ER Model [6].
Similar to the entity type, other types of constructs
(e.g., attribute, subclass, aggregate class) can also
be annotated. Khatri, Ram, and Snodgrass present
the explicit data semantics associated with these
geospatio–temporal annotations [14]. However,
it is important to note that we do not know the
representational effects [34], that is, the behavioral
outcomes, of geospatio–temporal annotations on the
schema.
Conceptual Schema Understanding In empirical
research related to conceptual modeling, researchers
have used two broad categories of tasks: construction
of schemas and understanding of schemas [35].
While much of the early research in conceptual
modeling focused on the schema construction task,
considerable attention has been paid more recently to
the understanding task (see, for example, [36]). In the
current study, we focus on the latter.
One distinction in schema understanding tasks
appearing in the literature has been whether
participants have access to the schema when
performing the tasks. This distinction leads
to READ-TO-DO (with access to schema) and
READ-TO-RECALL TASKS (without access to the schema)
[37]; perhaps the best known read-to-recall studies
have been conducted by Weber (see, for example,
[36]). We employed read-to-do tasks in our research
because they are closer to the real-world situation
experienced by professional conceptual designers.
Understanding tasks can be further categorized
by focusing on the nature of cognitive processing
required to perform the task. Prior to 1999, the most
common method for assessing conceptual schema
understanding required problem solvers to address
a series of tasks, now called COMPREHENSION TASKS
(see, for example, [38]), which required participants
to answer questions based on modeling constructs.
Recent research (see, for example, [36], [39], and
[40]) has made the case for using tasks that require
a greater level of understanding than comprehension
tasks; these tasks are referred to as PROBLEM-SOLVING
TASKS. As a preliminary investigation into the
efficacy of different representations of recording the
geospatio–temporal data semantics, we compared
performance with 1-LA and 2-LA on comprehension
tasks.
THEORY
In this section, we introduce the theory of cognitive
fit [41] as the theoretical basis for suggesting which
of the approaches to annotating a conceptual
model with geospatio–temporal data semantics is
more appropriate for supporting comprehension of
conceptual schemas. Anderson and Bower’s model of
memory serves as the basis for understanding the
specific type of fit that applies to our examination of
two types of representations of the geospatio–temporal
data semantics (that is, 1-LA and 2-LA). We then
apply the theory of cognitive fit to the types of tasks
and conceptual schema addressed in this research.
Finally, we present the hypotheses examined.
Theory of Cognitive Fit Because the theory of
cognitive fit was developed explicitly to explain which
problem representations are best used to support
certain types of tasks [41], it is an appropriate
theoretical base for the current research; see Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Cognitive fit in problem solving.
The theory of cognitive fit states that performance
(both accuracy and time) on a task will be enhanced
when there is a cognitive fit (match) between the
information emphasized in the type of problem
representation used and that required by the
type of problem-solving task under consideration.
When the types of information emphasized in the
problem-solving elements (in this case problem
representation and problem-solving task) match,
the problem solver uses processes (and, therefore,
formulates a mental representation for task solution)
that also emphasizes the same type of information.
Consequently, the processes the problem solver uses
to both act on the problem representation and to
complete the task (problem-solving task) will match,
and the problem-solving process will be facilitated.
In other words, matching representation to task
leads to the use of similar, and therefore, consistent
problem-solving processes, and to the formulation of
a consistent mental representation for task solution.
The problem solver effectively will be guided in solving
the problem by the way in which the data is presented
and there will be no need to transform the mental
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representation for task solution to accommodate
the use of different processes to extract information
from the problem representation and to solve the
problem (problem-solving task). Hence, problem
solving with cognitive fit leads to effective and efficient
problem-solving performance.
The model presented in Fig. 4 presents a recent
variant of the basic model of cognitive fit, which has
been modified according to Zhang and Norman to
incorporate knowledge stored in memory [42] (see,
also, [43] and [44]). Zhang and Norman suggest
that a cognitive task be viewed as a system of
distributed representations with internal and external
representations as two indispensable parts [42].
Internal representations are the knowledge structures
in the problem solvers’ heads, that is, those that
can be retrieved from memory—for example, a set of
symbols to accomplish a particular task, the rules
that govern the use of those symbols, the processes
for acting on them, etc. External representations, on
the other hand, are the knowledge and structures
in the environment—for example, physical symbols,
objects, or dimensions, and rules, constraints,
or relations embedded in physical configurations
[34]. For example, problem solvers use external
representations when they use a list for grocery
shopping or when they use graphs to understand
economic trends [42].
Fig. 4. Distributed model of cognitive fit.
Fig. 4 reflects the fact that in cognitive fit both the
internal and external representation of the problem
domain, and the interactions between them, as
well as the problem-solving task, contribute to the
development of the MENTAL REPRESENTATION FOR TASK
SOLUTION. Rather than using the generic term, internal
problem representation, we use the more specific
term, INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM
DOMAIN. Note that this extended model of cognitive
fit allows the researcher to consider independently
the roles and nature of the internal representation
of the problem domain, the EXTERNAL PROBLEM
REPRESENTATION, and the mental representation for
task solution, thereby distinguishing the internal
representation from the mental representation in the
prior model (Fig. 3).
Cognitive Fit in Geospatio–Temporal Schema
Comprehension To apply the theory of cognitive fit
to comprehension of the geospatio–temporal data
semantics, we need to examine both the nature of the
tasks and of the representations to be investigated.
Because a number of aspects of fit are possible within
the context of the theory of cognitive fit (see [45]),
we first present the theoretical basis for the type of
fit that we propose in the current context and then
address fit in relation to the problem representation
and the problem-solving task investigated here.
Propositional Representations: Prior research
differentiates between analogical and propositional
representation [46]. An analogical representation (for
example, geographic maps) depicts a correspondence
between the structure of the representation and the
thing represented. A propositional representation, on
the other hand, describes the thing represented. We
focus on propositional representations in this paper.
Anderson and Bower’s model of memory, known as
the Human Associative Memory (HAM) model, is,
in effect, a representation of the way that human
problem solvers conceive of specific aspects of the
tasks they are trying to solve [47]. We use HAM
as presented in Anderson and Bower [48] for the
purpose of developing theory relating to propositional
representations (see Fig. 5). The nodes in the tree
represent ideas, while the links represent relations or
associations among ideas. Nodes in the proposition
tree are represented with lower case letters and the
labels on the arrows by upper case letters.
Fig. 5. Model of human associative memory adapted
from Anderson and Bower [48].
In this model, each propositional tree (a) is divided
into two subtrees: a fact subtree (c) and a context
subtree (b); that is, propositions are composed of
a (F)act and a (C)ontext. A context represents the
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situation in which the fact is true. Hence, node (a)
represents the idea of the total proposition, node (b)
the idea of the context, and node (c) the idea of the
fact. Hence, the proposition asserts that fact (c) is true
in context (b). A fact can be further subdivided into
a (S)ubject (f) and a (P)redicate (g), and a predicate
can be further subdivided into a (R)elation (k) and an
(O)bject (l). And the context node (b) can be further
subdivided into a (L)ocation node (d) and a (T)ime
node (e).
Such a tree would be formed by parsing the sentence,
In the head-office, a supervisor supervises Vincent,
as shown in Fig. 5. This example shows clearly that
the fact is formed by the association between the
subject, in this case, supervisor, and the predicate,
which in this case is made up of the relation
supervises and the object Vincent. The context
is provided by the location (head-office) and time
nodes (present time). Of course, we have shown an
example of a very simple propositional structure. In
practice, a text could be composed of a number of
propositions that correspond to multiple clauses in
the sentence structure. Similarly, a propositional
representation (for example, a conceptual schema)
could be composed of a number of propositions that
correspond to different parts of the schema.
External Problem Representations: External problem
representations are the conceptual schemas that
human problem solvers (in this case, data analysts)
must comprehend. The problem representation
that we address in this research is based on the
entity-relationship diagram. Prior research (for
example, [49]) has formally defined the data semantics
of the ER Model using first order logic, which is a
propositional representation.
As we have seen, the entity-relationship diagram can
be augmented to represent geospatio–temporal data
semantics. Such when/where data semantics can be
represented both as a list that is separate from, and
additional to, the schema, in a 1-LA representation
and as annotations on the schema itself, in a 2-LA
representation.
Perusal of our conceptual schemas and the
HAM model of internal memory reveals the
similarity between the 2-LA representation of the
geospatio–temporal data semantics and HAM, and
the dissimilarity between the 1-LA representation and
HAM. Hence, the propositions of our 2-LA external
problem representation are structurally analogous to
the way in which propositions are stored in memory,
as evidenced in HAM.
Problem-Solving Tasks: We first examine the types of
problem-solving tasks investigated in this research,
followed by the representations of the task that are
developed by the problem solver.
As indicated above, a number of different types of
schema understanding tasks have been investigated
in conceptual modeling research. In this study, we
examined two types of tasks: syntactic and semantic
tasks. SYNTACTIC TASKS require an understanding
of just the syntax (that is, the conceptual model)
associated with a schema. For example, the syntax
for an entity type is a rectangle. The comprehension
validation tasks of Kim and March are examples
of syntactic tasks [38]. SEMANTIC TASKS require an
understanding of the meaning of the constructs in
the schema. For example, an entity type represents
a collection of objects, things, events, or places (in
the real world), while a relationship represents an
association between or among entities. The modeling
correctness tasks of Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom [50]
and the discrepancy checking tasks of Kim and March
[38] are examples of semantic tasks.
Our tasks are presented textually as English language
questions in what we refer to as the EXTERNAL TASK
REPRESENTATION. The propositions represented in
these questions are then parsed according to the
HAM model in such a way as to represent meaning
in internal memory. Hence the propositions derived
from these texts will also be represented internally
according to the HAM model in what we call the
INTERNAL TASK REPRESENTATION (see Fig. 6).
Hypotheses Fig. 6 presents the conceptual model
of cognitive fit appropriate to this investigation of
the relationship between the data analyst’s internal
representation of the task and the external problem
representation that is used to support task solution.
We can assess fit by examining the way in which
propositions derived from comprehension questions
are stored in memory and the way in which the
conceptual modeling elements are represented in the
conceptual schema. In other words, we can determine
the external problem representation that matches
the way in which the comprehension questions used
in this research, are stored in internal memory
(internal task representation). This situation then
represents cognitive fit, with the resultant effect of
maximizing accuracy and minimizing time, that is,
problem-solving performance.
Clearly, a traditional conceptual schema (external
problem representation) represents the what of a
given application. From our prior discussion of the
HAM model, it is clear that the fact part of the tree
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can represent quite well an entity (the subject) that
has a particular relationship with another entity (the
object). For example, in Fig. 8, the unary relationship
supervises with SALES_PERSON represents a
proposition: “a supervisor (sales person) supervises
a subordinate (sales person).” This discussion
illustrates, then, how the fact part of the proposition
stored in internal memory matches the conceptual
schema, which represents what is important to
a particular application. Hence, the internal task
representation (corresponding to a proposition such
as “a supervisor salesperson supervises a subordinate
salesperson”), as represented by HAM, matches the
way in which information is conveyed in the external
problem representation, that is, the conceptual
schema. Note that the data semantics in a given
application will be represented in the conceptual
schema via a number of propositions.
The prior discussion of the HAM model (Fig. 5)
revealed that the context part of the tree represents
geospatio–temporal aspects of the statement,
that is, location and time. The context conveys
the information that a supervisor supervises a
subordinate “in the head-office at the present time.”
Hence, the location and time of the proposition
subtree reflect the geospatio–temporal data semantics
that provide the context in which the fact is true, that
is, the when/where. Note, then, that the conceptual
schema (that is, the external problem representation)
that uses a second level of abstraction to represent
geospatio–temporal data semantics (2-LA) matches
Fig. 6. Distributed cognitive fit model elaborating on task representation.
Fig. 7. Internal task representation using 2-LA and 1-LA schemas.
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the way in which the task is represented in internal
memory, which means that it matches the problem
solver’s internal task representation. Correspondingly,
the separate representation of geospatio–temporal
data semantics using 1-LA does not match the
problem solver’s internal task representation.
Fig. 7 below shows a problem solver’s internal
task representation of the following question:
“On any given day, Vincent, a SALES_PERSON, is
supervised by multiple supervisor(s).” The dotted
boxes superimposed on the HAM model show how
each of the representations addresses the problem of
representing geospatio–temporal data semantics. In
the 2-LA representation, the dotted box depicting the
schema (external problem representation) in Fig. 7(a)
accounts for both the fact subtree (node c) and the
context subtree (node b). On the other hand, in the
1-LA representation shown in Fig. 7(b), the dotted
box depicting the schema represents only the fact
subtree, which specifies what (node c), and the dotted
box depicting the geospatio–temporal data dictionary
represents the context subtree, which specifies when
and where. Hence the 2-LA representation matches
the problem solver’s internal task representation,
while the 1-LA representation does not.
Hence, based on the theory of cognitive fit, we propose
that problem solvers perform better with the 2-LA
than with the 1-LA representation. Note that Siau
refers to schemas that present the same information
in different ways as informationally equivalent [51].
We therefore state the following proposition.
Proposition 1: Performance with an external
problem representation that
matches the problem solver’s
internal representation of the
task is better than one that does
not.
Table I summarizes the effects on problem-solving
performance (accuracy and time) in the context of
the external problem representation (1-LA and 2-LA)
and internal task representation of syntactic and
semantic tasks. Because our theory does not suggest
differences in the comprehension of syntactic and
semantic tasks, we expect that the effects of the
Fig. 8. Geospatio–temporal schema with annotations in the data dictionary.
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different types of external problem representations
will be similar for both types of tasks (see, also, [43]).
Specifically, we investigate the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1a: Problem solvers using a 2-LA
problem representation are
more accurate on syntactic
comprehension tasks than those
using a 1-LA representation.
Hypothesis 1b: Problem solvers using a 2-LA
problem representation are
more accurate on semantic
comprehension tasks than those
using a 1-LA representation.
Hypothesis 1c: Problem solvers using a 2-LA
problem representation are
quicker on syntactic comprehension
tasks than those using a 1-LA
representation.
Hypothesis 1d: Problem solvers using a 2-LA
problem representation are
quicker on semantic comprehension
tasks than those using a 1-LA
representation.
Prior research (see, for example, [50]) also suggests
that the extent to which using a conceptual model
will be free of mental effort can be evaluated via
perceived ease of use. We therefore state the following
proposition and corresponding hypothesis.
Proposition 2: An external problem
representation that matches
the problem solver’s internal
representation of the task is
perceived to be easier to use than
one that does not.
Hypothesis 2: Problem solvers perceive a 2-LA
representation to be easier to use
than a 1-LA representation.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EFFECTS OF 1-LA AND 2-LA REPRESENTATIONS
TABLE II
GEOSPATIO–TEMPORAL DATA DICTIONARY FOR THE SALES APPLICATION
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We conducted a laboratory experiment to test our
hypotheses.
Task Setting We investigated two types of
annotation-based representations: 2-LA, in which
geospatio–temporal aspects are represented on the
schema, and 1-LA, in which geospatio–temporal
aspects are represented in the geospatio–temporal
data dictionary. We used a sales schema as the
stimulus material because we expected that
participants drawn from a business school would be
familiar with a sales application.
Participants, who formed part of a database class,
had been taught conventional conceptual modeling
using the Unifying Semantic Model (USM) [8]. Before
this experiment was conducted, the participants had
already completed multiple conceptual modeling
exercises in class, taken an exam that evaluated
their conceptual modeling knowledge, and developed
a conceptual schema for a real-world group project
under the supervision of their instructor.
Participants The participants in this study were
graduate students in a large public university in
the southwest US. A total of 40 graduate students
participated in the laboratory study. All the
respondents were less than 45 years old with the
majority being between 25 and 35 years. Respondents
included almost an equal number of men (57.5%)
and women (42.5%). Two-thirds of the respondents
(67.5%) claimed to have some prior conceptual
modeling experience. Almost everyone (95%) had
some work experience, and many respondents (75%)
had some database-related experience.
Cash prizes of $100, $50, and $25 were awarded to
the top three participants, respectively, to motivate
participants to perform as well as possible.
Experimental Design Participants were randomly
assigned to two groups: 1-LA and 2-LA. Hence we
used a 12 between-subjects design.
We conducted manipulation checks to assess the
assignment of participants across treatments.
There were no differences based on independent
samples t-tests in any of the control variables (age,
gender, prior education, major, and work experience)
indicating that the participants were effectively
randomized across treatments.
Experimental Materials Here we describe the
conceptual schemas for both 2-LA and 1-LA, as well
as the types of questions used to assess performance.
Our training notes and the syntax formalism were
reviewed by an independent database design expert
to ensure that the material was not biased toward
any group. Respondents in both groups were provided
with notes related to the syntax formalism. Because
prior research has observed that problem solvers may
trade off accuracy for time, we measured both the
accuracy and the time to complete the various tasks.
Schemas: Each participant was presented with one
of the two semantically identical schemas: the 1-LA
representation (see Fig. 8 and Table II) and the 2-LA
representation (see Fig. 9). Both 1-LA and 2-LA
participants were given the data dictionary presented
in Appendix A. A 1-LA representation presents the
geospatio–temporal annotations separately in the
data dictionary (Table II), while 2-LA presents a
geospatio–temporal schema with the annotations
represented on the schema. For the 1-LA group,
the schema and the geospatio–temporal data
dictionary were presented on separate sheets of
paper; the participants could place the schema and
geospatio–temporal data dictionary side-by-side.
USM was used to develop the schema for the 1-LA
group shown in Fig. 8. The schema was based on
a sales application that included entity types such
as SALES_TERRITORY, SALES_AREA, CUSTOMER,
ORDER, PRODUCT, and PRODUCT_LINE. Each entity
type had attributes represented in ovals. The schema
also included supertype and subtypes: SMALL,
MEDIUM, and LARGE were subtypes of the supertype
CUSTOMER. The schema included a composite
relationship (represented by a hexagon with Sel), a
composite class (PRODUCT_LINE), a grouping class
(SALES_TERRITORY), and a grouping relationship
(represented by a hexagon with Agg). Details related
to these constructs are described elsewhere [8], [52].
The geospatio–temporal aspects associated with
the schema were presented in the data dictionary
shown in Table II. For example, the first two rows
of the data dictionary show that the lifespan of the
SALES_PERSON is represented as a state (i.e., a
time period) with temporal granularity of Day, and
that the position is represented as a point with
geospatial granularity of Degree. Note that, because
prior research suggests that there are few or no cues
to navigation in graphical models [53], the items in
the data dictionary are in random order; nor do they
correspond with the schema in any way.
The geoSpatio–Temporal Unifying Semantic Model
(ST USM) [14], [23], a geospatio–temporal conceptual
model based on USM, was used to develop the 2-LA
representation; the ST USM schema used in the
experiment proper is shown in Fig. 9. As may be
evident, the two representations (1-LA and 2-LA) were
semantically identical and therefore informationally
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equivalent. For example, the annotation string
(S(day)/-//P(deg)/P(deg)/-) associated with the
SALES_PERSON implies that the lifespan of the
SALES_PERSON is represented as state (S) with
temporal granularity of day and that the geospatial
position needs to be represented as point (P ) with
geospatial granularity of degree; additionally, “-” after
“S(day)/” reflects the fact that transaction time is not
required.
Schema Comprehension Tasks: Participants were
presented with syntactic tasks followed by semantic
tasks. As we have seen, syntactic tasks simply require
an understanding of the syntax, while semantic
tasks require an understanding of the meaning
of the constructs in the schema. Responding to
syntactic tasks requires observation of the conceptual
schema/geospatio–temporal data dictionary, while
responding to semantic tasks requires the problem
solver to understand the meaning of the constructs in
the schema/geospatio–temporal data dictionary.
The syntactic task was operationalized using 20
multiple-choice questions, which were similar to the
comprehension validation tasks used by Kim and
March [38]. Following is an example of a syntactic
question: Name one simple temporal entity class
whose lifespan is captured as state.
The semantic task consisted of 20 true/false
questions, which were similar to the discrepancy
checking tasks of Kim and March [38]. The
participants were asked if the statements were
consistent with the given schema. Following is an
example of a semantic question: On any given day,
Vincent, a SALES_PERSON, is supervised by multiple
supervisor(s). Note that different fonts were used to
identify a concept from the schema (Tahoma) and
Fig. 9. Geospatio–temporal schema with annotations on the schema.
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to identify instances associated with the concept
(Courier). Appendix B presents the complete set of
syntactic and semantic tasks used in the experiment.
Perceived Ease of Use: Perceived ease of use was
operationalized as the degree to which an individual
believes that using a particular system would be free
of physical and mental effort [54]. The seven-item
instrument used to measure perceived ease of use
was adapted from Batra, Hoffer, and Bostrom [50].
Pilot Study We conducted a pilot study with graduate
students who were engaged in database-related
research. The pilot study helped us to eliminate
ambiguity in the question wording, to test the
experimental procedures, and to determine the length
of time that the experiment would take to complete.
Experimental Procedure The participants first
completed a brief demographic survey. Each
session began with the first author providing an
overview of around 40 minutes on conventional and
geospatio–temporal conceptual modeling. Participants
were then given two practice exercises, which took
a total of 15 minutes. The practice session was
followed by a debriefing of approximately 5 minutes.
The experimental exercise, which took approximately
30 minutes, was then given to the participants.
Following completion of the experimental tasks,
participants completed a debriefing questionnaire
that assessed their perceptions of the ease of use of
the geospatio–temporal formalism that they used.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of testing
our hypotheses on performance (that is, accuracy
normalized by maximum score as well as time)
on both syntactic and semantic tasks using two
representations of the geospatio–temporal data
semantics, 2-LA and 1-LA. We also present our results
related to perceptions of ease of use.
Table III presents the means, standard deviations
(in parentheses), and statistical comparisons of
normalized accuracy and time taken to complete the
tasks. We report both statistical significance (p-values)
and effect sizes (Cohen’s d). Cohen’s d, an effect
size measure, is based on standardized group-mean
differences and is pertinent where comparison of
group means is of primary interest [55]. According
to Cohen, a “small” effect size (d = 0:2) implies that
14.7% of the distributions of two populations are not
overlapping, a “medium” effect size (d = 0:5) implies
that 33% of the distributions of the two populations
are not overlapping, and a “large” effect size (d = 0:8)
implies that 47.4% of the distributions of the two
populations are not overlapping [56].
An independent samples t-test suggested that the
overall normalized accuracy for the 2-LA group was
better than that for the 1-LA group (t = 1:93; df = 38;
p-value = 0:03). Perusal of Table III indicates that
participants using the 2-LA representation were more
accurate on both syntactic and semantic tasks than
the participants using the 1-LA representation. The
size of the effect of different types of representations
on comprehension performance is medium. Hence,
Hypotheses 1a and 1b are supported. Table III also
shows that the different types of representations
have little effect on the time taken to complete the
syntactic and semantic comprehension tasks. Hence,
Hypotheses 1c and 1d are not supported. Further, the
2-LA representation was perceived to be significantly
easier to use than the 1-LA representation, and the
effect size was large, thus supporting Hypothesis 2.
TABLE III
BETWEEN-SUBJECT COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
With recent advances in technologies such as
high-resolution satellite-borne imaging systems,
mobile systems, global positioning systems, and
the overall decrease in hardware costs, temporal
and geospatial data are finding their way into many
traditional applications. Consequently, many DBMS
vendors are incorporating capabilities to manage
geospatial (for example, Oracle Spatial [57] and
Informix Geodetic DataBlade [58]) and temporal
(for example, Oracle Time Series Cartridge [59] and
Informix TimeSeries DataBlade [60]) data. Recent
research in geospatio–temporal conceptual modeling
proposes augmenting conventional conceptual
models with annotations. Yet we do not know
how annotations, which represent additional data
semantics on the schema, impact the understanding
of the data analysts who interpret them. In this
research, we examined the overall research question:
How should geospatio–temporal data semantics be
represented to effectively support data analysts in
schema comprehension? To do so, we conducted a
laboratory experiment to help understand the effects
of augmenting a conventional conceptual model with
geospatio–temporal annotations.
Below, we discuss the findings and the contributions
of our research. We conclude with implications for
both future research and practice.
Discussion of the Findings Our research resulted
in three specific findings. First, we found that
geospatio–temporal data semantics represented via
a supplementary level of abstraction on the schema
(2-LA) facilitated comprehension to a greater extent
than the schema with one level of abstraction (1-LA).
Second, we found no differences for time, suggesting
that the effect of levels of abstraction is manifested in
accuracy alone. Third, we found that 2-LA schemas
are perceived to be easier to use than 1-LA schemas.
Our research makes a number of contributions to
knowledge. First, it shows that the theory of cognitive
fit serves as an appropriate theoretical basis for
understanding how different geospatio–temporal data
representations support schema comprehension.
The competing perspective, that of the proximity
compatibility principle, would also suggest that
the 2-LA representation would prove superior
to presenting when/where information in a
geospatio–temporal data dictionary (1-LA) because of
the “distance” of the 1-LA data from the base data
presented on the schema. Note, however, that such a
representation uses English language statements that
are much simpler than the additional syntax required
in 2-LA. Hence, to fully test whether the proximity
compatibility principle can also serve as a theoretical
basis for such research, an experiment would need
to be conducted to compare the 1-LA representation
with a representation in which the 2-LA space/time
appears in the data dictionary. That is, performance
can only be compared for syntactically identical
annotation phrases in the two schemas.
Second, we viewed conceptual schema comprehension
of geospatio–temporal data semantics in terms of
matching the EXTERNAL PROBLEM REPRESENTATION to
the INTERNAL TASK REPRESENTATION, based on theory on
the structure of memory [47], [48] and of the storage
of text in memory [61], [62]. Because prior research
suggests that conceptual models for geographic data
representation do not explicitly incorporate how
humans cognitively store and use geographic data
(see, for example, [18]), our conceptualization provides
insights into the storage of geospatio–temporal data
with consequent implications for comprehension of
such conceptual models.
Third, this study suggests that annotations on the
schema are appropriate for data analyst schema
validation during conceptual design. While prior
research [63] suggests that expressiveness needs to
be balanced with simplicity and understandability,
geospatio–temporal annotations on the schema
can help achieve both expressiveness and
understandability: they enhance the expressive
power of conceptual models while preserving the
level of schema comprehension. Thus, this study
provides insights into how conventional conceptual
models, such as the ER model, can be augmented
for specialized applications, for example, the
geospatio–temporal applications examined here.
In summary, then, while this paper presents
preliminary findings, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study to explore the representational
effects of annotating a conceptual schema with
geospatio–temporal annotations.
Our study has the following limitations. First, because
we ran the experiment in nine experimental sessions,
it is possible that there might have been differences
across sessions. We took a series of measures to
ensure equivalence of the sessions: (1) the same
instructor presented the instructions in all sessions;
(2) the same presentation was used consistently
across the sessions; and (3) participants were allowed
to ask only clarification questions. Second, we
conducted our investigation with students who were
relatively inexperienced in using real world conceptual
modeling. Hence our findings do not generalize to
professional conceptual designers who have a wealth
of experience. Third, this study was conducted in a
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laboratory setting in which many aspects that might
have come into play in more realistic settings were
controlled. Fourth, in our experiment, we did not
differentiate between the syntactic and semantic
tasks we examined because our theory suggested that
there should be no differences.
Implications of the Findings Here we examine the
implications of our findings for future research and
practice.
Implications for Research: Our research has a
number of implications for researchers. First,
research needs to be conducted to establish the
boundaries of our theory. For example, because
our findings are generalizable only to novice data
analysts, future research should be undertaken
to examine the applicability of our findings to the
general population of IS professionals who have
years of conceptual modeling experience. Research
also needs to be conducted to determine whether
our theory might serve as a foundation for other
types of geospatio–temporal conceptual models
with 2-LA representations, for example, MADS [32],
which uses pictogram-oriented geospatio–temporal
representations.
Second, we believe that researchers could benefit
from using our enhanced model of cognitive fit in
their studies. The HAM model is very effective in
representing tasks that are presented as text. And,
again, the structure of HAM is structurally similar to
the what and when/where data semantics that can
be represented in a conceptual schema.
Third, future research should investigate the effects
of different types of external problem representations
(that is, 1-LA and 2-LA) on tasks of greater complexity,
for example, conceptual schema understanding tasks
that involve problem-solving; see, for example, [43].
Fourth, future research should also differentiate
the findings based on geospatio–temporal and
nongeospatio–temporal tasks.
Fifth, conceptual schemas, including geospatio–tem-
poral schemas, are an important vehicle for the
technical communications that occur during informa-
tion systems development. Siau and Tan suggest that
using conceptual schemas for this purpose can lead
to shared understanding among various stakeholders,
such as users, managers, and developers [64].
Further research should investigate the effect of
annotated schemas on technical communicators who
play an important role in reducing maintenance costs
and programming time, lowering support and training
costs, and helping reduce user errors [65].
Finally, we speculate, based on our observations
in this research, that problem representations
need to represent conceptual elements distinctly
but in an integrated fashion. In our research, the
2-LA schema representation presented the two
aspects, what and when/where, as distinct elements
integrated into the same diagram. A representation
with a supplementary level of abstraction provides
a mechanism that presents the when/where data
semantics orthogonal to the what data semantics
while keeping the two aspects tightly coupled. Future
research could investigate the reasons underlying the
improved performance with the 2-LA representation,
for example by conducting protocol analysis studies,
which are particularly effective at examining
problem-solving processes.
Implications for Practice: Our research has several
implications for practice. First, we expect that
database analysts in practice would have little
difficulty understanding both the syntax and the
semantics of the annotated schema because the
annotations are built on top of traditional conceptual
schema. This implies that if the 2-LA approach
were to be adopted by data analysts, we would
expect that training time related to representing the
geospatio–temporal aspects would not be substantial
and that the training costs for organizations would
therefore be minimal.
Second, the 2-LA approach could be used as the
basis for augmenting existing CASE tools. Such an
approach would be straightforward to implement
[66] and, as we have seen above, straightforward to
comprehend.
CONCLUSIONS
Many real-world geospatial and temporal
applications need to organize data based on time
and/or geographic space. Recent research in
geospatio–temporal conceptual modeling, which
advocates representing geospatio–temporal data
semantics on the schema, challenges the prevalent
practice of representing the geospatio–temporal data
semantics in a data dictionary outside the schema. In
this study, we compared the representational effects
of geospatio–temporal annotations on the schema and
those presented in a data dictionary.
We examined conceptual schema comprehension
of geospatio–temporal data semantics from the
viewpoint of the cognitive fit of the external problem
representation to the internal representation of the
comprehension task (internal task representation).
Our foundational theory, the theory of cognitive fit,
suggests that an external problem representation
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that matches the problem solver’s internal task
representation enhances performance. We used
theories relating to the representation of meaning in
memory to understand the mental representation the
problem solver forms on interacting with the external
problem representation and theories relating to the
representation of text in memory as the basis for our
understanding of the structure of the internal task
representation.
We conducted a laboratory experiment to assess
performance on geospatio–temporal schema
comprehension tasks supported by two semantically
identical schemas (external problem representations);
one of the schemas mapped closely to the internal
task representation, while the other did not. We found
that the geospatio–temporal conceptual schemas that
corresponded to the internal representation of the task
enhanced the accuracy of schema comprehension;
comprehension time was equivalent for both. Thus,
our findings suggest that the cognitive fit between
the internal task representation and the conceptual
schemas representing the geospatio–temporal data
semantics in the form of annotations was manifested
in accuracy of schema comprehension and not in
time for problem solution.
APPENDIX A
TABLE IV
DATA DICTIONARY FOR THE SALES APPLICATION
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